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1> Which of these is not a member of the pig family? Tapir, Hippopotamus or 
Warthog? 

 
2> Which of these do not exist - Dogfish, Catfish or Goat Fish? 

 
3> Which of the following doesn't exist - Clown fish, Zebra fish or Horse fish? 

 

4> Which one does not exist - Prince fish, Sar fish or Forceps fish? 
 

5> Which one does not exist - Parrot fish, Elephant nose fish or Skull fish? 
 

6> Which of the following does not exist - Emperor fish, Dragonfly fish or 
Butterfly fish? 

 
7> Out of the following, which one is made up - Blue wasp, German wasp or 

Jewel wasp? 
 

8> Out of the following, which one is not real - Spotted ant, Wood ant or Honey-
pot ant? 

 
9> Which of the following doesn’t exist - Sunset moth, Darwin’s hawk moth or 

Sunrise butterfly? 
 

10> What one does not exist - The bluebottle fly, The milk fly or The stalk-eyed 
fly? 

 
 

 
Answers:  

 
1> Tapir - Tapirs are closely related to the rhino - each have 3 toes.  

2> Goat fish - There are more than 25,000 kinds of fish.  
3> Horse fish - Most fish are cold blooded.  

4> Prince fish - Most fish are part of the ‘bony fish’ group.  
5> Skull fish - Fish first appeared over 500 million years ago.  

6> Dragonfly fish - Most fish are covered with scales.  
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7> Blue wasp - Wasps destroy pests, like cockroaches and aphids.  

8> Spotted ant - Several million ants can live in one colony.  

9> Sunrise butterfly - Butterflies are actually covered in tiny scales.  
10> The milk fly - Flies often transmit diseases. 
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